
Hear jtme re Flaherty's 00 to you 	 7/8/77 
This relates to the belated Processing:Of t 1TM °ales part  of my  Persomel ragas-ate 
His seed goaf  refers to copies we oaa have on my correspondence with the Bureau (a) 

(*opies of newspaper articles?  press releases 
(0) Court documents prtaining to him that are contained in Burcan files* This a 
direct quote. Spec-41100.1y it does not say or limit Unite  so I think you should 

take a look at the (c) part and get what you consider worth having. 
(ei coeeespondence with the Bureau- here I think we want copies of all relating to 

gRy *bee* requestefor informatioe, responses 	s relating to, referrals% eta* This 
may be the entire file. Wben you bear from them if the cost is not great I recommend 
.getting it all. If only for the time of receipt stamped on eacg and the memorye4ae 
hale file Oesignation. 

by the way, on this we need the Baltimore and Wash Fos. Ilm in both for sure. 
(b) their press rfeases relating to me or nine of interest to them I want. So 

also do I want all newspaeer (they do not say magazine or transcripts of electronic shows 
or news) clippingee 

His graf 3 'will  require waiting until we see and knew more But where we refers to 
'purely personal information relating to certain third parties" and says they c3eim (7)(0) 1 have no objection to the proper use of the peivacy exemption but I want some assurances we are not going to get another stonewalling as we have in 1996 on this. 

There are different standards bare because this is a PA request. '`his means they do not out in out for all and cannot. Whether this will infla.nce the use of (C)(D) we'll 
have to wait and see. There is a problem when I alone get these records and I leave them for a future archive. I have stipulated normal observance of privacy rights, so there is n concern for picking these people off and hurting them, particularly with the older files. Tbers is the passiOn* or mizunderstands, or the wrong  person later being believed to be the confidential sours. In edditioue from ',the few maples we have I'll be wanting 
to avail myself of my Pt rights to correct the error we can expect. 

We have discussed 7(E), new claimed for the first time. That belongs in the context 
of the use of the investigatory-file exemption. Tbsre boo to be a law-enforcement purpose 
relating to me for these  to  apply except if I appear in a file about another. This we e& seem to have to be limited to the i940 period, where they were trying to freme me on a raps that turned into the pleaeooppiog of the DieeeMayhe ease. (We should have a copy 
of that Dies letter begging for mercy for his minion I got.) 

Takine44 the laaguaeo of the Aot, which is other °nen his, there would seem to have to be the disclosure of ae uaknewn technique and proeedure, bothe lot that they have the 
right to withheld the use of any. Let me compere laneeage for yew 

FlabortY1  ...."08) has beentseerted to prevent the disclosure of a particular investee gative technique.* This is not the language of the tett 
"(B) disclose investigative techniques and procedures. 
I take the real intent of the Act to mean that if they used laser beams they can withhold, But it they  used electronic surveillance they may not. Sven then this cannot he in domestic intelligence. It has to involve ne in a criuenal investigation for there to be a "law" enfrocement pw4ose. I've put it this way because there has never been any law to sanction the dozes is intelligence activities of which I  know. I think Floreance has made this study. This (axis) use of this exemption gives them carte blench to withhold every record of every oriminel act in which they've been engaged. Cr final for mortals. 
We have to wait and see if the applicability of 5 appears to be legit. 
I see hassles ahead and need to know the basis for some claims, like in what year 

was there what law enforcement purpose. Asa ing also what law. There never was any real law-enforcement purpose with me, Some paranoia and the rest domestic intelligence. Tstily, 


